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OBJECTIVES: 
Students can: 
 

 Name things in his/her 

backpack correctly (e.g., 

pencil, crayon, eraser, 

book, ruler, pencil case, 

glue, backpack, …etc); 

and identify things around 

the classroom (e.g., book, 

window, door, table, desk, 

chair, …etc) 

 State possession with  

(have/ has) and 

(don’t/doesn’t have); 

 Ask and respond to 

questions with, “Do you 

have___?” 

 Give and follow one-step 

simple classroom 

directions. 

 Read simple words based 

on letters previously 

taught in terms of shapes 

and phonetics.    

 Trace simple letters using 

pencils. 

 

 

UNIT DESCRIPTION: 
In this multiple-day unit, students will gain the ability to identify and ask 

for common school bag and classroom objects, also be able to give and 

respond to commands having to do with these materials. Also students will 

be able to follow and give one-step simple classroom instructions. 

DURATION:   
Seventeen Days 

STANDARDS 
ACTFL Standard:  
Communication: Communicate in languages other than English. 
Connections: Connect with other disciplines and acquire 
information.  
 

UNIT MODES OF FOCUS: 
Interpretive, Interpersonal & Presentational 

MATERIALS, RESOURCES AND USEFUL WEB SITES: 
 

 Objects that depict vocabulary words 

 Children‟s books that highlight vocabulary expressions in this unit, such as Exploring Arabic for Children.   

 Video clips of classrooms in the Arab World.  

 Access to related electronic equipment. 

 Classroom visuals and flashcards 
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VOCABULARY AND STRUCTURES 

 
English Arabic 

Pencil قلم 

Crayon الُان 

Book  متاب 

Eraser ممحاي 

Pencil case ًمقلم 

Ruler مسطزج 

Glue صمغ 

Backpack  ًحقٍث 

Do you have___? ؟___ٌل لدٌل 

Do you have___? ؟___ٌل لدٌل 

Have/ has  / لدٌللدٌٍا 

Don’t/doesn’t have  ًٌلٍس لدًٌ / لٍس لد 

What is it? ما ٌذا؟ 

 

(Part Two) 

Book متاب 

Window شثاك 

Door تاب  

Desk منتة 

Chair مزسى 

Walk to the door, window, please  الشباك  هن فضلك /اهشي الى الباب 

Open the book, door, window, please مه فضلل الشثاكثاب/ال النتاب/ افتح 

Close the book, door, window,  شثاكال /الثاب  النتاب/ أغلق، 

Please. مه فضلل 

Sit on the chair, sit at the table, and sit 

at the desk, please 

 عىداجلس على النزسى/ اجلس 

 المنتة مه فضللعىد الطاَلً/ اجلس 

How many_____?   ؟_____مم عدد 
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PRE-ASSESSMENT & SCORING GUIDELINES 
PRE-ASSESSMENT: 
 
PART ONE: 
•Pass out Attachment 1, Pre-Assessment Activity Response Sheet, to students. 

•Discuss with students what they think is depicted in each of nine pictures. 

•Have the students circle or place an “X” on the corresponding visual that they believe belongs in a backpack. 
 
PART TWO: 
•Ask students in groups of three or four to point out windows, doors, tables, desks, chairs, and books while 

recording their responses on Attachment A, Pre-Assessment Chart. 

•Ask students to walk to the door, window, table, chair, and desk while recording their responses on the chart 

(Attachment A). 

•Ask students to open or close the book and the door while recording their responses on the chart (Attachment 

A). 

 

PRE-ASSESSMENT SCORING GUIDELINES: 
 
PART ONE: 
The pre-assessment shall not be scored as it merely explores student familiarity with items that belong in a 

school backpack. Use student performance to adjust your instruction. 

 

PART TWO: 
15 out of 19 - Strong understanding of the directions 

10 out of 19 - Adequate understanding of the directions 

  5 out of 19 - Poor understanding of the directions 

  0 out of 19 - Insufficient understanding of the directions 
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UNIT ASSESSMENTS 

 

INTERPRETIVE ASSESSMENT: 
PART ONE:  
Use Attachment 2, Interpretive Assessment Response Sheet, to have students demonstrate their recognition of 

target vocabulary or phrases by circling the pictures that correspond to the teacher‟s pronunciation of object 

words for each set of images. 

PART TWO:  
Have students follow the commands you give. 

 

INTERPRETIVE ASSESSMENT SCORING GUIDELINES: 
PART ONE: 
Use the following rubric to score the students‟ performance: 

    8 out of  9  Strong understanding the topic 

6-7 out of 9 Adequate understanding of topic  

4 -5 out of 9  Poor understanding of topic/ Needs remediation 

0 -3 out of 9  Insufficient understanding of topic/ Needs Remediation 

 

PART TWO: 
Use the following guidelines to assess the students‟ ability to follow the commands: 

15 out of 19  Strong understanding of the directions 

10 out of 19 Adequate understanding of the directions 

5 out of 19       Poor understanding of the directions 

0 out of 12  Insufficient understanding of the directions 

 

INTERPERSONAL ASSESSMENT: 
Pair each student with a partner; have one ask the other if he or she has certain object “Do you have___?” The 

other student either answers, “Yes I have___.” or shows the object, or, “No I don‟t have___.” with her or his 

hands spread out. 

INTERPERSONAL ASSESSMENT SCORING GUIDELINES: 
Use Attachment 3, Post-Assessment Scoring Rubric, to evaluate student performance. 

PRESENTATIONAL ASSESSMENT: 
Have one student give several of the common classroom commands to another student. Have the other student 

follow those commands. 

PRESENTATIONAL ASSESSMENT SCORING GUIDELINES: 
Use the following guidelines to assess the students‟ ability to give and to follow the commands: 

15 out of 19  Strong understanding of the directions 

10 out of 19 Adequate understanding of the directions 

5 out of 19  Poor understanding of the directions 

0 out of 19       Insufficient understanding of the directions 
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SEQUENCE OF ACTIVITIES:  
 

PART ONE, SEQUENCE OF ACTIVITIES 
 

Day One 

•Pass out Attachment 1, Pre-Assessment Activity Response Sheet, to students. 

•Discuss with students what they think is depicted in each of the eight pictures. 

•Have the students place an “X” on the corresponding visual that they believe belongs in a backpack. 

•Collect their papers and quickly review them in class. 

•Next, have a brief discussion with the class on things that go in a backpack. Have a backpack available filled 

with the actual items the students will study during this unit. 

•Present the vocabulary words by pulling out one item at a time from the backpack. Have the students repeat 

the Arabic words as you say them as a whole group. Pass the items around so students can look at them up 

close. Present the Arabic versions of these objects if available (those made and used by students in the Arabic 

World if possible). You may use any Google pictures.    

•Wrap up the class by reading a book aloud (either made or purchased) that shows the backpack vocabulary in 

pictures and written in Arabic. 

 

Day Two 

•Using the backpack from last class, focus on some of the vocabulary: pencil, crayon, book, eraser, and ruler. 

Have students repeat, as a class and individually, to practice pronunciation.  

•Make sure you show the Arabic words, at the bottom of each flash card, for each item and try to ask students 

to say the letter based on the sound of the letter you mention; this way you will introduce students to reading 

the Arabic script.  

•Play the Object Identification Game in which the class listens to each expression and individuals demonstrate 

their comprehension by coming forward and selecting the named object. A variation on this game would be to 

divide the class into two groups and have representatives from each group come forward to select the named 

object (e.g., red team/white team, or boys team/girls team) 

 

Day Three 

•Conduct a quick oral review of the vocabulary by using objects from students‟ desks. 

•Call on the whole class at first and later on individual students. 

•Make sure you show the Arabic word for each item and try to ask students to say the letter based on the sound 

of the letter; this way you will introduce students to reading the Arabic script.  

•Teach the rest of the words for things in the backpack: glue, pencil case, backpack. Also, teach the structure: 

“Do you have___?” 

•Close the day by playing the same Object Identification Game using all the objects learned. 

 

Day Four 

•Conduct a quick oral review of all the vocabulary and show all words related to objects. 

•Play” Aural Bingo” (see Attachment 4, Aural Bingo Card and the related world list sheet). Give students 

handouts with a nine-box square and instruct them to cut and stick the words in the boxes (and have them draw 

and copy) nine objects in any order. Then, choose a pattern that will “win” if a student has all the named 
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images aligned as such (e.g., T, L, H, X). Say, “Do you have___?” showing one object at a time. The students 

circle or otherwise mark the pictures and words that match the objects they are shown. The first person to 

complete the selected pattern shouts, “Bingo!” and “كسبج (I won).” Have them repeat back to you the names of 

the objects they had that led to their win so as to practice pronunciation. Play until most or all students have 

completed the pattern. 

•Close Day by showing any Arabic country on YouTube video clip of Arabic students using objects in any 

Arabic school. 

 

Day Five 

•Conduct a quick oral review of the vocabulary by using objects from students‟ desks. Call on the individual 

students at first and have whole class echo/repeat. 

•Next, circulate with the items in the backpack. Have individual students pull something from the backpack 

and then ask; “Do you have a pencil?.” The student should respond appropriately depending upon the item she 

or he pulled from the backpack. If the item they hold is not what you asked about, then ask them what they do 

have, “What is it?” Encourage the student to respond accurately using a complete sentence. 

•Close the Day by holding your flash cards that have all vocabulary and go over the spelling of each word to 

demonstrate the different shapes of the letters. 

 

Day Six 

•Conduct a quick review of things in the backpack. 

•Conduct the Interpretive Assessment using Attachment 2. Randomly pronounce an object word from each set 

of images. Students will demonstrate their recognition of objects by circling the pictures that match the object 

they hear. 

•Next, put students into groups of three using any preferred method. Explain that each student will ask the 

other members in their groups the question, “Do you have___?” to which they must respond appropriately. If 

the person who is asking does not name the item the other student has, she or he will respond with “I don‟t 

have___.”, and the student must ask again using another vocabulary word until s/he gets the response: “I 

have___.” Then, give an object to each student. Instruct students to keep their object behind their backs until 

the others have correctly asked what they have. 

•Play until everyone has had a chance to ask and answer several times. 

•If time allows, redistribute the items again, or even switch group members, and continue to play. 

 

Day Seven 

•Conduct a quick review of things in the backpack. 

•Conduct the Interpersonal Assessment. Assess each student‟s oral proficiency during these verbal exchanges 

of things in the backpack as well as the appropriateness of his or her responses to them using Attachment 3. 

•Have students practice copying words posted on the board or you can hand them flash cards to copy from 

while you are assessing partners. 
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PART TWO, SEQUENCE OF ACTIVITIES 

Day Eight 

•Conduct the pre-assessment as stated above.  

•By groups of three students, ask students to follow your directions while you record their performances on 

Attachment A, Pre-Assessment Chart. 

•Ask students to: 

“Point at the book, please.” 

“Point at the door, please.” 

“Point at the window, please.” 

“Sit at the desk, please.” 

“Sit on the chair, please.” 

•Hold up the book and say “book” and have students repeat. 

•Hold up the book and say “book” and have the girl students and the boy students respectively repeat, or 

divide the class by rows or front and back. 

•Hold up the book and say “book” and have an individual student repeat. 

•Point at the book and ask, “What is this?” ها هرا؟  

•Have students answer, “It is a book.”   هرا كتاب 

•Point to some books on the desk and ask, “How many books are there?” 

•Have the class counts the books and say, “There are___ books.” 

•Repeat these steps with the word for window.  

•Make sure you show the Arabic word for each item and try to ask students to say the letter based on the sound 

of the letter you mention; this way you will introduce students to reading the Arabic script. 

  

Day Nine 

•Review the words book and window in the same manner as in Day Eight.  

•Follow the same procedure to introduce and practice the words door, desk and chair. 

•Make sure you show the Arabic word for each item and try to ask students to say the letter?? Clarify based on 

the sound of the letter you mention; this way you will introduce students to reading the Arabic script.  

 
Day Ten 

•Review the words in the same manner as in Day nine. 

•Demonstrate opening and closing a book while saying the command of ( الكتاب افتح  / أغلق  Have the entire“ ( ا 

class follow the command"   

•Have various groups of students follow the command. 

•Finally, call on each student to follow the command. 

•Demonstrate and introduce each of the following commands in the same manner as above (e.g., opening and 

closing a window and door; walking to the table, desk and chair; sitting at the table and the desk; and sitting on 

the desk and chair). 

 

Day Eleven  

•Review the vocabulary in the same manner the lesson has been taught as before. 

•Teach and have the class sing the song (See Attachment C, Song Sheet) to promote learning the plural form 

of words. 
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•Have the entire class sing along with you. Have various groups sing, such as the boys and the girls, or each 

row, or the student in the front and back of the room. 

•Give any Arabic percussion instruments to play while singing.  

•Call on a student(s) volunteer to sing. 

 

Day Twelve  

•Review the previous lesson in the same manner as in day eleven.  

•Pick one quick learner or a heritage speaker to give the command to the entire class and have the class follow 

his or her command. Call that student أستاذ )ة( اليىم 

•Put students in groups of two and repeat the same exercises.  

•Have the paired students act out their conversation in front of the class while the teacher can assess their 

performances by using Attachment B, Presentational Assessment Chart. 

 

Days 13,14,15,16 and Seventeen  

•Use the attached PowerPoint (Alphabet Shapes and Related Words) to demonstrate the different shapes of the 

letters (  ج  -ا  ). 

•Introduce one letter a day:  

(e.g., the letter “ ا ”} Demonstrate how “Alif” looks like at the beginning اول , middle وسط and end  نهايت of the 

 word using the examples of vocabulary on the PowerPoint. Explain that Alif is a non-friendly letter that الكلوت

has one arm from the right side to connect to the letter before whether in the middle or end of the word, and 

anything that comes after “Alif “must stand alone. Ask the question in Arabic, “What sound does "Alif" 

make?  هى صىث الـ )ا(؟ها ” and allow students to repeat the sound after the teacher. Ask students to come to the 

board and try to write the different shapes of “Alif.”  

•Ask students to think of words that they might know and has "Alif" at beginning or basically has the sound 

"a", use this command often when requesting words that have the letter or the sound the target letter            

"  and then write those words on the board distinguishing "Alif with a  " نهايت  \ط وس \في اول  ازيد كلوت بها حسف الـ )ا(

different color. Do the same for middle and end shapes of "Alif"  

•Enlarge the PowerPoint slide to make a poster and pronounce the sounds of each letter within the words 

found for each letter and ask students to guess the letter. Focus mostly on “Alif” shapes and sounds. If you 

have an overhead projector or a smart board, you may demonstrate the slide on it. You may print the attached 

(Alphabet and Related Words PowerPoint) and ask students to copy the different shapes of “Alif” and the 

words related to it under the word box on the dotted line.  

•Using the book “I Read Arabic العسبيت أاقس ” or any chosen book. Have students trace and color the different 

shapes of “Alif “while listening to the Alphabet Song from the previous year (K).  

•There are three words related to each letter, read with students all these words clarifying the sounds of each 

letter until students are familiar with all letters.  

•Upon the completion of a good portion of the alphabet allow students to read individually and then come to 

you to read all words. Reward students as they read well.  

•I highly recommend that you associate the above book with Arabic Without Tears, level 1 , Arabic Letters 

Forms and Shapes and/or Arabic in Kindergarten workbook (found on www.noorart.com).  Follow the 

activities for each book.  

•If you don‟t have access to any of these books, you may also use Alphabet Package as a support to 

PowerPoint. Please email me to receive the Alphabet Packet (wafawzy@cps.edu) 
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•You will be doing the same steps at the end of every unit until students can read the words by sight and are 

able to recognize all basic Arabic alphabet and their different shapes.  

•If the teacher has the alphabet magnet game found in [www.noorart.com] it will be great that he/she allows 

students to construct the words from the PowerPoint or the book on the magnet board, and then read them 

aloud to the entire class with his/her help. 

•As for letters that connect from both side (e.g Jeem), are called friendly letters but as for ( ا , د , ذ , ز , ش , و ) 

are called non-friendly letters. Example for a letter that has a tail hanging out of it such as "Jeem", we explain 

that we should remove the bottom tail of "Jeem ج " to look like that " جـ " and then we add one arm on the left 

side connected to "Jeem  جـــ" to engage to letter that comes on the left side of the letter if "jeem" is at the 

beginning of a word. As for the middle shape we remove the tail and add two arms on the left and right sides 

such as in "  جــــــــ   ". As for letters at the end of a word, they stay as the original shape of them unless they 

come after a non-friendly letter. If they come after a friendly letter, we should add an arm to connect to the 

letter located on the right side of that final letter, (Example " جــــ  "). 

•Teacher will be doing the same model for all letters until students are familiar with all shapes of the letters.  

  

DIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT: 
•I highly recommend that teacher creates his/her tracing sheet for all vocabulary taught in this unit and have 

students trace words immediately. You can also do the same with all words related to letters.    

•Partner students who are having difficulties with ones who you have identified that can provide a strong 

modeling of the skills. Provide helping class if it is necessary. 

•Allow students who have speech difficulties to follow simple one-step classroom commands only instead of 

giving all the directions. 

•Partner students who have speech difficulties in the subsequent activities with students who you have 

identified that can provide a strong modeling of the skills. 

 

 

LIST OF ATTACHMENTS: 

(Part One) 

Attachment 1: Pre-Assessment Activity Response Sheet 

Attachment 2: Interpretive Assessment Response Sheet 

Attachment 3: Post-Assessment Scoring Rubric 

Attachment 4: Aural Bingo Card 

 

(Part Two) 

Attachment A: Pre-Assessment Chart 

Attachment B: Presentational Assessment Chart  

Attachment C: Song Sheet 
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EXTENSIONS AND HOME CONNECTIONS 
TO BE SENT HOME 

Things in My Backpack and Classroom 
Name: ______________________________________      Date: ______/______/__________ 

 

In our Arabic language class, we have been learning about items found in our school backpack and 

classroom.  I am encouraging all students to practice and share their learning at home with family and 

friends.  Here is a list of words and phrases we have learned: 

 Encourage students to “be a teacher” to parents, dolls, teddy bears, pets, etc. using the target 

language.  

 Encourage students to ask for things they need for their backpacks using the target language at 

home and in other settings.  

 (Part One) 

English Transliteration Arabic 

Pencil Qalam قلم 

Crayon Alwaan الُان 

Book Kitaab  متاب 

Eraser Mimhaah ممحاي 

Pencil case Maqlamah  ًمقلم 

Ruler Mastrah مسطزج 

Glue Samagh صمغ 

Backpack Haqeebah  ًحقٍث 

Do you have___? Hal maaka (i)(F) ٌل معل......؟ 

Have/ has Indi عىدي 

Don’t/doesn’t have Layssa Maa’i  ًلٍس مع 

What is it? Ma haza? ما ٌذا؟ 
 (Part Two)  

 

Book kitaab متاب 

Window shubaak شثاك 

Door baab تاب  

Desk maktab منتة 

Chair Kursi مزسى 

Walk to the door, window, please Imshi ila albaab, 

alshubaak men fadalk 

اهشي الى الباب , اهشي الى الشباك 

 ن فضلك ه

Open the book, door, window, please Iftah alkitaab / 

albaab ___ 

 مه فضلل االشثاك  الثاب/ النتاب/ افتح

Close the book, door, window,  Igleq alkitaab ___ الشثاك /الثاب  النتاب/ أغلق، 

Please. Men fadlak/ Fadleik 

(f) 

 مه فضلل
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Sit on the chair, sit at the table, and sit 

at the desk, please 

Igliss ala alkursi / Igliss 

ala atawelah / igliss ala 

almaktab men 

fadlak/Fadlek  

اجلس على النزسى/ اجلس على 

الطاَلً/ اجلس على المنتة مه 

 فضلل

How many___?  Kama adad___?   ؟___مم عدد 
 

 

 

Please trust your child‟s pronunciation of the vocabulary is accurate. Your children have an 

amazing ability to hear words and phrases and then pronounce them with great accuracy. 
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Attachment 1 

Pre-Assessment Activity Response Sheet  

 

Name ______________________________________                                   Date:______/______/_______ 

 

 

Put an „X‟ on those items that belong in a school backpack. 
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Attachment 2 

 Interpretive Assessment Response Sheet 

 
Name ________________________________                             Date: _____/_______/__________ 

 

1.  

      

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. 

 

 

 

 

 

3.  

 

 

 

4. 

 

 

 

 
 

5.
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6.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

8. 

 

 

 

 

 

9.                
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Attachment 3 

Post-Assessment Scoring Rubric 

 

 

4- Student uses all vocabulary expressions correctly. 

Student speaks clearly with good pronunciation and intonation. 

Student speaks at an appropriate pace and volume. 

Student identifies things in the backpack. 

Student is highly proficient overall. 

 

 

 

3- Student uses most vocabulary expressions correctly. 

Student speaks clearly most of the time with adequate pronunciation and intonation. 

Student speaks at a mostly appropriate pace and volume. 

Student identifies most of things in the backpack. 

Student attempts to use gestures when needed and mostly succeeds. 

 

2- Student uses some, but not all, vocabulary expressions correctly. 

Student makes some minor pronunciation and/or intonation errors. 

Student may speak too rapidly or too slowly. Student‟s volume may be too soft to hear or too loud for the 

situation. 

Student identifies some things in the backpack. 

Student requires minor remediation. 

 

 

 

1- Student fails to use the majority of the vocabulary correctly. 

Student makes major pronunciation and/or intonation errors. 

Student speaks too rapidly or too slowly. Student‟s volume is too soft or too loud for the situation. 

Student does not identify any things in the backpack. 

Student is not proficient and requires extensive remediation. 
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Attachment 4 
Aural Bingo Card 

Ask students to draw backpack objects and try to copy words under each picture inside each box, students should Put (X) in the 

empty boxes. Teacher should prepare all cards for objects or simple the cut the objects from the assessments. And put them in a 

bag/can pick random cards and say them aloud. Students should mark the objects if found on their Bingo card.  
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Part Two Attachments 

 

Attachment A 

Pre-Assessment Chart 

 

Item points Things in the classroom 

  door 

  window 

  table 

  desk 

  chair 

   book 

Total   

 

Item Points Commands 

  Open the window 

  Open the door 

  Open the book 

  Close the window 

  Close the door 

  Close the book 

  Walk to the window 

  Walk to the door 

  Walk to the table 

  Walk to the chair 

  Walk to the desk 

  Sit at the table/desk 

  Sit on the chair 

Total   
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 Attachment B 

Presentational Assessment Chart 

 

Item Points Commands 

  Open the window 

  Open the door 

  Open the book 

  Close the window 

  Close the door 

  Close the book 

  Walk to the window 

  Walk to the door 

  Walk to the table 

  Walk to the chair 

  Walk to the desk 

  Sit at the table/desk 

  Sit on the chair 

Total   
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Attachment C 

Song Sheet 

 

Ten chairs 

One chair, two chairs, three, four, 

Five chairs, six chairs, seven, eight, 

Nine chairs, ten chairs, 

Then how many more? 

 

Ten chairs, nine chairs, eight, seven, 

Six chairs, five chairs, four, three, 

Two chairs, one chair, 

How can be no more chair？ 

 

 

 عشز مزاسً

 مزسى َاحد َ مزسٍٍه َ ثالثً َ أرتعً 

 َخمسً مزاسً َستً مزاسً َسثعً َثماوًٍ

 تسعً مزاسً َ عشزي مزاسً

 َ مم العدد الزائد؟

 

 عشزج مزاسً َ تسعً مزاسً َ ثماوًٍ َسثعً

 ستً مزاسً َخمسً مزاسً َارتعً َثالثً

 َمزسٍٍه َ مزسً َاحد 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Teacher may use other things like（door）（window）（table） to（chair） 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 G1 – UNIT ONE: Things in My Backpack and Classroom 

 

 

ESSENTIAL QUESTION: What does it mean to be a good student? 
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GENERAL TIPS 
 

After piloting this unit, Arabic language teachers made the following suggestions: 
 

•My students like playing Object Identification Game. They are learning by playing. 

•In the unit some of the content is hard for some of the kids. I adapted the unit days to meet the needs of all my 

students. They enjoyed the unit. 

•Play different games to make sure students master the words and patterns (e.g., go fish, bingo, memory 

games,… etc) 

•I also have my students guess what is in my book bag. I put one thing in the bag each time. Students are 

divided into four groups and they discuss within their group and come to one decision. Everybody likes to 

guess, so they are all eager to say their guesses. This helps keep students engaged and make them eager to say 

the objects in their book bag. 

•I made the students guess what I hid behind my back so they would keep practicing saying the words for 

pencil, eraser, or backpack over and over without getting bored.  

•Encourage students to ask for things they need for their backpacks using the target language in class 

constantly, ( انا ازيد قلن هن فضلك.) 

 


